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Celebrity couple Heidi Montag and Spencer Pratt have decided
on a name for their celebrity baby boy! As these two stars got
their  start  in  reality  TV,  it  is  understandable  that  the
couple share a  love for social media. In a recent celebrity
interview with UsMagazine.com, Pratt shared the couple’s plans
for their newest arrival stating “I would just like my baby to
be  a  professional  content  maker.”  In  order  to  secure  the
babies role in the social world, Pratt and Montag made sure to
choose a name with an available social media handle.
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Social media is being put to use
for  celebrity  baby  names  these
days! What are some ways you can
use social media to come up with
baby name ideas yourself?

Cupid’s Advice:

Choosing a baby name can be hard. There are so many books,
lists and options to choose from when deciding what to name
your child. To ease the anxiety of picking a name, seek help
from your social media. Here a few ways how:

1. Scroll for inspiration: Inspiration can stem from anything.
Why not search for ideas in your social media feed? Look at
the names of all the people you follow, names of filters, cute
words your friends use in a post, anything! Use these words
and names to fuel your baby name search.

Related Post: Celebrity Baby: Spencer Pratt Says He’ll Teach
His Son What He Shouldn’t Have Done

2. Ask your followers for advice: Stuck between two names you
just love? Leave the choice up to someone else! Set up a poll
on you social media account and let your followers choose for
you. This takes the pressure away from you, and your child
gets a name you love either way.
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3.  Search  the  name:  If  you  want  your  baby’s  name  to  be
absolutely  unique,  search  for  it  on  your  social  media
accounts. Find a few names you like and then search for them.
By doing this, you can see if they are more or less common and
can choose which is better for your baby.
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How did social media help you choose your baby’s name? Comment
below!


